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Foreword

I was probably in primary school when i started dreaming about 
making games. In my head, games where made of ideas spawned from 

the imagination of the game designer, ideas that would be magically 
implemented in the software by the programming team. I wanted to be a 
game designer, and I thought programming was not something I had to 
dabble with.

Later on I found out that entering the game industry as a game designer 
was quite complicated because of the typical “Catch-22 dilemma:” nobody 
hires a designer without prior experience in the industry, but at the same 
time it’s impossible to get industry experience without being in the indus-
try in the first place. For somebody who couldn’t afford to come out of a 
game design school, this was quite the problem.

My first foray into real game-making was using Adobe Flash around 
2007. For the first time, Flash was allowing me to be the game designer, 
programmer, and even graphic artist, bridging the gap between my ideas 
and making them a reality that thousands of people could actually try.

The way games are made today is wildly different and this is true mostly 
thanks to the incredible pieces of software we have available. In time, 
game engines like Unity, Unreal Engine, Game Maker, Stencyl, Construct 
(and many others) had expanded on what Flash enabled in the first place, 
becoming a necessary tool to cope with the ever-changing landscape of 
platforms, consoles, technologies, and requirements. After Flash, in 2012 
I chose Unity as my engine of choice for its flexibility and ease of use, and 
the huge community and amount of online resources and books available 
to learn.

I now work at Unity Technologies, and I am amazed every day by how 
fast the panorama changes and how quickly the company—and thus, 
the engine—reacts to it. New stores coming out everyday, new platforms, 
VR, rendering technologies, new controllers, new ways to monetize, a 
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thousand different devices to support: being able to leave all these techni-
cal issues to the engine and focus on the gameplay is the biggest advantage 
we have over developers making games ten years ago.

With the power of these tools and several excellent didactical resources 
like the present book written by Roberto Dillon at your disposal, there’s 
no excuse or strange industry Catch-22 to hold you off anymore. You have 
the potential to create something worthy, something inspiring, or—why 
not—the next masterpiece game.

Ciro Continisio
Technical Evangelist, Unity Technologies
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Introduction

Every day spent in the world of game development seems more 
exciting than the previous one: new games, new technologies, and 

groundbreaking ideas seem to pop out of nowhere and amaze us in ways 
that were thought to be impossible not long ago. This technological revolu-
tion we live in was also made possible by the constant “democratization” 
of development that, thanks to state-of-the-art tools like the Unity game 
engine, has allowed many people to shape their ideas and create new and 
astonishing software with relative ease.

Unity itself is in constant evolution: new features are added by a very 
talented group of engineers, updates follow each other on a tight sched-
ule, and plenty of good books covering different aspects of the engine are 
already available. Yet I felt there was still room for another volume that, 
like every good teacher should do, wouldn’t try to teach “everything” that 
the engine offers today (including features that will doubtlessly become 
obsolete tomorrow), but would instead impart a thoughtful and sound 
knowledge enabling students to build a solid foundation upon which 
they will later be able to expand in the areas they are most interested in—
whether mobile development, 2D games, or virtual reality (VR)—while 
staying up to date with the latest features.

To achieve this, the book is structured into four parts that integrate 
and complement each other to provide a comprehensive overview of what 
Unity has to offer. In the first part, after a general introduction, a simple 
2D game prototype is explained in detail, giving us the opportunity to get 
used to several of the engine’s fundamental building blocks, like scripting 
and Mecanim. Part II expands on the first by building a simple match-3 
game to be deployed also on mobile, and Part III, instead, moves into 
3D by building a first-person game that will also be experienced in VR 
through the wildly popular and inexpensive Google Cardboard.
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The last part covers some additional topics that will help beginners in 
gaining a basic understanding of more advanced aspects of game develop-
ment, like Physics and Shaders, besides offering an overview of the lat-
est features added to Unity 5, like rewarded ads and in-app purchases, 
which are of fundamental importance to monetize modern mobile games. 
Example Unity packages based on the various chapters can be downloaded 
from the website http://ProgramAndPlay.com.

Finally, do note that, while this book is aimed at beginning Unity devel-
opers, a basic grasp of fundamental programming concepts, like variables, 
arrays, functions, classes, and so on, is assumed.

Enjoy your journey as a game developer with Unity: remember, we 
never stop learning, so be curious about anything that happens inside, as 
well as outside, the Unity community.

I really hope to play some of your own games soon!

Roberto Dillon
Singapore, July 14, 2016
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